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- Delft3D matlab tools
  - open source since spring 2011
  - top-down quality control by magician Bert Jagers
  - read access for all
  - write access to certified/trusted developers
- OpenEarthTools
  - open source since autumn 2008
  - Muppet end DelftDahsBoard since 2009 (Maarten van Ormondt)
  - migrated to oss.deltares.nl 2011
  - singe sign-on with Delft3D and XBeach
  - Bottom-up quality control
  - read and write access to all
- Valuable experience with 2 philosophies for growth and quality
Wikipedia keeps the history of all modifications, and so does Subversion.
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Various small improvements to convertCoordinates and it's test function

Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/ConvertCoordinatesDatumTransform.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/ConvertCoordinatesFindDatum.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/ConvertCoordinatesFindJoM.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/ConvertCoordinatesProjectionConvert.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/ConvertCoordinates_errorMessages.txt
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/convertCoordinates.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/convertCoordinates2_test.m
Deleted /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/convertCoordinates_test.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/conversion/convertUnits.m
Modified /trunk/matlab/applications/SuperTrans/gui/FindCSOptions.m